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10th June 2022 

 

Dear Parent/Carer, 

 

We hope you had a lovely spring bank holiday and enjoyed some of the lovely weather. As the sun 

continues to shine, please ensure your child has a sun hat and sun cream applied each day. Children should 

also bring a water bottle to school each day.  The last half term is always a busy and exciting one and we 

can’t believe another school year is drawing to a close! We are, as always, incredibly proud of the children 

for their ongoing effort and amazing attitudes. They really make our job a pleasure! 

                        

Please find below some information and reminders about this half term: 

 

Topic 

Our half term topic is entitled - ‘Why did the Benin Empire crumble?’ We will learn about when and 

where the Benin Empire began, and who the people of Benin were. We will also look at how Benin 

became an empire and how it declined and eventually fell. 

 

PE Days 

A reminder that our PE days are still on Tuesday and Friday.  Please ensure your child wears their PE kit 

on these days as it is important that they are prepared for outdoor PE with correct outdoor kit, including 

footwear. Further information about sports day and Healthy Schools’ Week will be sent out at a later date. 

 

Robin Hood’s Bay 

Our exciting trip to Boggle Hole YHA, is approaching rather quickly. Please return any medical 

sheets/code of conduct slips as soon as possible, if you haven’t already done so. We would like to take this 

opportunity to say thank you for your support in ensuring that your child has all the necessary kit/pirate 

costume/first class stamp etc so they can fully enjoy all the activities planned. I’m sure we will all have a 

fantastic time and make lots of lovely memories. 

 

MyMaths Homework & Spellings 

MyMaths homework and spellings will be set on Mondays as usual and are to be completed/learned by the 

following Monday. Please support your children by helping them complete these. Homework Challenge 

books are to be continued from last half term. We had some lovely work handed in last term and we 

cannot wait to see what your children produce for their last Homework Challenge of the year. 

 

Thank you all for your ongoing support, 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Mrs Carr and Miss Hansen 

Year 5 Class Teachers 


